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MATERIALS
QTY ITEM SIZE DESCRIPTION

1 4239 36" Spider-man AirWalker®

1 86031 Std. Superman

1 86347 Std. Batman Comics

1 86153 Std. Wonder Woman

1 16121 16" Dark Blue Latex (9-10 needed)

1 11123 11" Red Latex (16 needed)

1 11124 11" Yellow Latex (12 needed)

1 18160 160 Traditional Assortment (approx.19 needed)

1 1742 Balloon Sizer Box

1 3554 Adhesive Tabs (6 needed)

1 721093 Balloon Bond

1 1574 Steel Base Plate

1 - Conduit Pole (1/2" inside diameter)
Availabe at hardware stores

Super Hero

#4239
Air inflate and adhere an adhesive tab to 

the feet. Position on completed column. Tie 
uninflated 160 onto tab and into completeed 

column. Secure hands with Balloon Bond.

#86031
#86347
#86153

Air inflate and adhere an adhesive tab 
to the side of the foil balloon, creating a 
connection point. Tie an uninflated 160 

onto the tab and into completed  column.  
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#11241
Fully air inflate to 16", 

create a five-balloon 
cluster. Twist onto top 

of pole.

#11123
#11124

Air inflate to 10", create 
4 four-balloon clusters 

in red and yellow.

Build Column: 
Working from the base up 

the pole, add clusters as 
shown. Twist two balloons 

of each cluster around 
the pole to secure. Rotate 

clusters 45˚ so the balloons 
are packed tightly. 

Tie standard foils into 
column. Add curly 160s last.

Creative Option: 
Create more “Wow” with 

customized signs. Tie into 
completed column with adhesive 

tabs and uninflated 160s.

#18160

Curly 160: Fully inflate then deflate. 
Tightly wrap 160 around a cylindrical 
object approximately 11⁄2" in diameter. 

Fully air inflate again and knot. Tie into 
column using an uninflated 160.

Tip: To cover any rough or 
sharp edges on the pole 

top, cover it by sliding an 
uniflated 16" over the top 

before adding clusters. 
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